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Integrable measuring technology for glass displays and 

glossy components provides data for product and process 

optimization  

 

Launch at Control 2018: Perfection for 

reflective surfaces – even on curved 

components 
 

Billions of tablets, smartphones and smartwatches are 

sold worldwide every year. To ensure that touch 

surfaces look immaculate and work correctly, every 

single display has to be checked for defects. New 

versions of a deflectometry system for measuring 

reflective surfaces now offer precise inspections of 

curved display and cover glass. Further applications 

include housing components, curved car interior 

elements and painted components.  

 

The new system versions of the SpecGAGE3D now 

measure reflective and transparent surfaces using 

reflected (curved type) and transmitted (transmission type) 

light processes. Up to twelve cameras observe the stripe 

images that are projected onto the test surface by an LCD 

display to see how they are reflected and distorted on the 

object. The recorded image sequence and 

photogrammetric methods are all that are required to 

reconstruct the object geometry. These methods are 

particularly useful for inspecting curved displays all the way 

to the edges. As well as defects on the substrate surface, 

the transmitted light process for transparent objects also 

detects inclusions and errors in the glass, and even defects 
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that cause distortion merely through variation in the 

refractive power. The collected inspection data serves as a 

basis for optimizing process parameters for glass 

treatment, such as temperature, bending speed, cooling 

time and similar factors. As a result, users achieve high 

product quality and reduce production rejects sustainably. 

Filtering out defective products early, rather than following 

final control, saves time and money as no additional 

components are consumed and no further product capacity 

is needed. Comprehensive quality control prevents 

customer complaints as well as expensive damage to the 

production plant. 

 

SpecGAGE3D curved will be presented for the first 

time at Control 2018 in Stuttgart:  

ISRA VISION AG, Hall 4,4106. 
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Deflectometric detection of the shape and rippling of 

mobile devices (front and back). 
 


